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Speed Limitation« of Geiger-Müller Counters

by Hendrik den Hartog.

Laboratory of Phvsics University of Amsterdam.

Summari/. This paper summarizes the thrce main speed limitations imposed on
the use of Jeiger-Müller counters, viz. the electron transit time, the development
of the diseharge and the finita rise time of the pulse associated with it, and finallv
the deadtime. This dcadtime is analysed more fullv for low and high counting rates.
Finallv a tcchnique is described for eliminating most of the eomplieations connected
with verv high counting rates.

.VIi(|ration of the Seeoiidury Kleetrons.

(«kkikr-M üi,ler counters eonsist. of a small aetive and a large
passive region, in the latter of which the ionization by the radiation
under Observation frakes place.

A eonsiderable time is required for the electrons lihorated to mi-
grate through the eomparatively low fielr 1 in the neighhonrhood of
the wall to the aetive region of the wire. where mnltiplication is

initiated.
In eontrast to newly developed secondary-emission deviees,

Gkkikr-Müller counters show an initial time lag caused by this
effect. Measurements by Siibrwin1) and by Müller, van Rodden,
Vkrstkr, and the author2)3) ha ve yielded a fairly complete, although
not yet entirely consistent picture. In a typical eounter of 30 mm
cathode diameter and filled with mm of argon and 10 mm of ethyl
alcohol the maximum time lag is 0.35 microseconds. This time lag
is roughly proportional to the alcohol pressure and to the square of
the diameter but for the verv smallest pressure« and diameters,
when the mohility niight no longer be constant. and the additional
time necessarv für the first avalanches to develop to a detectahle
cxtent beeoines relativelv appreciahle.

In Fig. 1. data are collected of electron transit t-iiues in the mix-
ture just mentioned. Sherwin quotes a transit time of 0.1 micro-
second for a radius travelled of 1 cm. in a filling of 02 nun Hg of argon
and 8 mm of amyl-acetate. The measurements of Sherwin cover the
high field-strength region of the eounter, and do not seem to eon-
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form to a «instant mobilitv. Sherwin's findings can Iie descrihed
by the formula

r 4.5 ~ )' cm. ,u scc.,

where F is the field-strength in voll per «11, and p tlic total pressure
in mm ol* Hg.

Data im the mobility k derived froni the radii r travelled in t.inios
t by means of the formula Ic r2 1/fV as published by the Dutch
authors are shown in big. 2. Here C is the capacitance 1/2\n(rc/ra)
per unit length of counter, and V is the voltage aeross it.
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Fig. i.
Elei tron transit times observed in a counter filling of 90 mm Hg of argon and
10 mm Hg of alcohol vapour. (Wire diameter 0.1 mm, cathode diameter 68 mm.

operating voltage 1300 volts.)

From the experimental work of Siierwin1) and the theoretieal
investigations of Wtlkinson10) it. appears that a second delay must
he taken into aeeount during which the avalanche aetivity develops
to a deteetable level. In consequence of the exponential nat.ure of
the devolopment of the discharge, this delay cannot appreciably be
redueed by increasing the amplification. In one specific instance,
Wiokinsox calculates an extra delay of 0.015 microseconds at
100 volts overvoltage, and of 0.06 at 80 volts overvoltage, but. it.

must be remembered that this second delay depends critically im
the photon free path, varying approximately as the sipiare of this
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quantity (counter data: cathode diameter 20 mm, wire diameter
0.2 mm: 65 mm Hg of argon and 5 mm of aleohol vapour).

Much shorter timc lags can hc obtained hy using parallol-platc
counters, Imt most. investigators have found it necessarv to uso
quenehing eireuits keeping tlie counter inoperative for a long timc,

10 20 30
PER CENT. ALCOHOL

Fig. 2.

Reeiprocal plot of elcctron mobility k versus aleohol content. Data redueed to a
total pressure of 100 mm Hg.

sonietimes as long as 0.01 seconds. Müller has shown t hat parallel -

plate counter eharact.eristics can l»e much improved hy introducing
a liquid cathode. Counters with an aleohol cathode operate satis-
factorily with a 100-megohm quenching resistor (Fig. S). But even
so. ieiokr-Müi.lbk counters are nmch more stähle and reliable and
will he preferred when they can be at all used.

LIQUID CATHODE

Fig. 3.

Parallel-plate liquid-eathode type of counter developed by F. A. Muller. »Spaeing
between anode and aleohol cathode 8 mm, argon pressure 100 mm, operating vol-

tage 350(1 volts.

I'ropafiation of (ho Dischai-j/c iilonj) tlie Counter Anode.

In the Geiger region of operating, the additional gas amplification
offered hy the spreading of the discharge along the counter wire is
also used, but in most high-speed eoincidence work, the pulse is

shortened and normalized in such a way that actually only a very
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small pari of the cxtension of tho ilischarge is used. In such appli-
cations, there ultimatelv seem.s tu be little gained and much lost
by npera,fing tho oounter above the Gkiokb threshold, thus intro-
ducing tho ill effects of the deadtime.

Experimental and theoretical work by Van Gemert, Müller,
and the authur4), by Alukr, Baldiniikr, IIlber and Metzger5 8i.

by Liebson9) and reeently by Wilkinson10) has yielded much ma-
terial for an adeijunte description of the ineehanism of the dischargo.
althougli höre again the picture is not ([uite consistcnt. The spoeds

12 3 4

1 2 microaeconc/s 3

Fig. 4.

Family of current characteristics observod in oounter irradiated as indioated in
sketch. ('nunter data: length 200 mm. wire diameter 0.1 mm, cathode diameter
70 mm; oounter gas: 45 mm Hg of argon, 45 mm of nenn. 10 mm of ethvl-aleohol

vapour; operating voltage 1500 volts. overvoltage 215 volts.

of propagation observed averago around 10 cm per microsecund,
and the rate of current increase is of the order of a few mA per
mierosecond.

Fig. 4 is the first figure published by van Gemert c. s. showing
the depondence of the shape of the neunter current pulse <>n the
point of irradiation. It is seen how the propagation in both direc-
tions cause» the pulse 1 initiated at the centre to have double the
rate of increase and half the duration of pulse 4 initiated at the ond.

Much more accurate measurements were taken a few years later
by Alder, Baldtnoer, Huber and Metzger5"8).
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A riso time of B mA per /,<see was found for a pulse started away
from the end üf a counter described as follows:
eathode radius rt. 9 nun, wire radius ra 0.075 mm, aleoliol pressure

16 mm of Hg. argon pressure 64 mm of Hg. voltage 1150 volts.
The slowness of propaga-tion along the wire, though usuallv a

nuisance, cau sometimes he utilized for determining the point of
incidenee of the radiation. Muller's focussing device for Wilson
cloud ehamhei's shown in Fig. 5 is based on this principle. Rays

Fig. 5.

F. A. Muller's system of cloud-chamber control focussing. VVidth of useful beam
can be adjusted by means of the coincidence-circuit resolving time.

passing not too far front the centre of the eloud chamber will be
observed only, provided the diameters of the eounters are small,
so that the extra delays due to the eleetron transit time are suffi-
ciently small also, and provided the velocities of propagation in the
eounters are equal. At equal operating voltages. this calls for aeeu-
rately equal gas mixtures. It is possible but not neeessarv to let the
counter gas volumes oommunieate so as to keep the mixtures iden-
tical during the füll useful life of the eounters.

Tbc (leadlimc.

Although most of the eounters in eurrent use are of the self-
quenching type, self-quenching characteristics uro sometimes dis-
pensed with, and non-quenching eounters used instead. In these
eounters, a eertain time is lost during which the (lischarge burns
betöre it is <|uenched bv some externa 1 means. But also selfquen-
ching eounters involve a time loss aller eaeli diseharge. the dead-
time, during which the counter is inoperative.
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Deioni/.alion plienoiiieiia.

After the fundamental work of C. G. and I). D. Montgomery11)
it was realized that rnany phenomena in a Geiger counter could be

quantitativelv accounted for bv simple calculations on the motion
of the ion sheath in the counter subsequent to the active period
of the discharge. In 1942, Stever in the U. S.12) and van Gemert.
Müller and the author in Holland13) published very similar theo-
retical and experimental work on the dead time. In a recent paper.

Fig. 6.

Currents observed in a counter with a cathode diameter of 38 mm and a wire dia-
meter of 0.1 mm, filled with 94 mm Hg of argon and 12 mm Hg of alcohol vapour.
Horizontal time scales: milliseconds; vertical time scales: 10 9 amp per cm counter
length. Curves measured, dots calculated from theorv on the basis of a uniform ion
mobility /> 5.6 cm/sec per volt/cm. (Ordinates in the chargc characteristic: equi-

valent calibrating pulses on the counter cathodes, volts.)

Muller and the author 14"15) pointed out how very accurate the
agreement between theorv and experiment is if a number of correc-
tions are introdueed and iE precise measurements are taken of both
the charge Q developed per unit length of counter wire and the
mobility fr of the ions in the ion sheath.

9
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Fig. 6 shows a plot of pulse size versus counter voltage, and five
experimental curves of deionization currents in a counter of 38 mm
cathode diameter and 0.1 mm wire diameter, filled witli 12 mm Hg.
of ethyl-alcohol and 94 mm of argon. Hots are added indicating
current values calculated from the charges measured on the basis
of a mobility k 5.6 cm/sec per volt/cm. It will be seen that the
agreement is good enough to allow of an accurate determination of
k. For further details the reader is referred to the original paper.

Fig. 7.

After-discharges observed in a counter operating at a high overvoltage. These
after-discharges occur within a sharply defined interval of time not coinciding with

the arrival of the alcohol ions on the cathode cylinder.

As alcohol ions fall onto the cathode from the break until the
termination of the current, it can be seen from an oscillogram
of a counter showing afterdischarges (Fig. 7) that these are cau-
sed by ions faster than alcohol ions, possibly by argon or de-
composition products.

Once k and Q are known, the recovery characteristic can be cal-

Fig. 8.

Recovery characteristic of the counter described in the caption to Fig. 6, operating
at 1125 volts. Time scale: 0.1 millisecond divisions.

culated, that is the way the field strength at the counter wire is
restored after the formation and subsequent migration of an ion
sheath. Fig. 8 shows the well-known way in which this recovery can
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be visualized on a C.-R. oscilluscope with a time base triggered by
the pulses themselves. Translating pulse size into effective voltage
Feff, i. e. the voltage to be applied to a deionized counter to get
the sarne pulse size, the recovery characteristics of Fig. are ob-
tairied. The dots added are calculated for a space-charge sheath with
the mobility k and the charge Q determined before, moving front
wire to cathode while a constant potential difference Vs is being
applied to the electrodes. Here again, the agreement is quite satis-
factory. When F,.ff passes the starting voltage Fs, the deadtime
during which the counter is inoperative is completed. The time
for any effective voltage to be reached can l)e shown to be

1-r.r.m('~ I,,;:)
where

The deadtime r0 can be found by substituting Vt.{[= Vs. In Fig. 10,
the theoretical curve is compared with experiment (dots and circles).

Fig. 9.

Recovery characteristics of the counter described in the caption to fig. 6. Dots are
calculated from theory, using the same value for the mobility /,.

CoiTccIions for the deailliiiie.

When n discharges per second are actually produced by the
counter, it will be inoperative for the fraction of time Mt0 so that
of the incident counting rate n„ only the rate n (1 — n r„)nn is

actually observed, and the counting loss is

T„+l/n0 ' (I)
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This formula will only apply if after all pulses the deacl time is t0.
When, however, pulses occur shortly after a preceding pulse, they
are not only smallcr than normal according to a recovery charac-
teristic, but also give rise to a smaller than normal deadtime. so

that there is a recovery as to deadtime as well. When only the pro-
bability for two ion sheaths to be present in a counter has to be

taken into account, antl the probability of three ion sheaths is

negligible, this effect can be accounted for by assuming that for a
time (ip—1) r0 after the deadtime has elapsed, new pulses occur
but do not produce a new dead period. This factor ip can be found
by calculating the deadtime with two ion sheaths present in the
counter, and is of the order of 2. With this correction

71 ~ n0 T0 /^\
»0 vr„+l/w0 • 1 >

msec

-- » \
v\

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 VOLTS

Fig. 10.

Dead times measured (dots and circles) and calculated (curve). Counter data and

mobility as in Figg. 6 and 9.

For apparent reasons, this formula gives to low a value for the
counting loss at very high counting rates, when redueed pulses are
normal rather than exceptional.

Front the experimental work of Mueliiause and Friedman16)
and of Baldinger and FIuber17), it is known that with this type
of Operation, the counting loss becomes nearly eonstant independent
of the counting rate. With a few suitable approximations, this other
extreme of a great many ion sheaths present in the counter at the
same time becomes very simple, as will be shown in the next section21).
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Operation at very high counting rates.

The rapid succession of ion sheaths ean be approximated by a
continuous uurrent 1 flowing in unit length of counter. When tbe
average effective voltage is Vv the average field strength at the
wire is 2 C\\jra, and at any point at radius r reached by the ions
after a time t

4 2( fir. + ro-T«-
Front tliis. the motion of the ions is found to be

r2- i-s - 2 k (2 Cl\ t + Ii2)

and the field strength

F(r) ^(C2V\ + (r2- rfilßk)*.
Putting

we have

rc

V / Fdr

V 2 (C2 F2 + r2 1/2 k)- - 2 G\\ + Vx

— 2 CV1 In (l -i- (°2V> + fesl/2fc)i-CF1)
I 2 CV1 j '

For overvoltages not exceeding 200 volts, we may use the approxi-
mation In (1 + .r) 2 x/(x + 2), so that we finally obtain the for-
mnla

v-V K1/2 k C2 V;
- 1 — - tgi

2 0171
~~

3 + (1 + F 1/2 fc C2 F2)i
' ''

indicating the difference between voltage V and average effective
voltage 1"[ at which a current I will flow.

The recovery characteristics at very higli counting rates.

The recovery characteristic nmst be known so that the average
effective voltage \\ can be calculated as well as the mean time r
elapsing between two discharges.

Now space-charge sheaths not too near to the wire can be averaged
on the basis of a time average to a very good approximation as far
as their induction on the wire is concerned.

Taking for instance the induction i l/t, for 1 < t < 2, caused

by a space charge moving between one and two nnits of time after
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it has left the wire, this charge can also be represented bv a eonti-
nuons succession of space charges leaving from 1 — A earlier to
A later:

'" tlr dT
A-1

Patting
2 2

j i dt --- I i' d t.
i t

we find .1 0.56, and the following set of values

f 1 1.2 I.5 2

i 1 0.833 0.667 0.500
('= 1.027 0.839 0.665 0.495

When an ion sheath leaves the wire, it is preceded byanumber of
ion sheaths of different charges according to a Statistical distribu-
tion, and showing different time intervals. As we shall see presently,
these quantities are proportional within wide limits, and can be

represented by the same average current I.
This approximation does however not hold for the space-eharge

sheath nearest to the wire, so that we shall treat that sheath sepa-
rately. We shall suppose this sheath to be preceded by a succession
of spare charges that will be represented by a continuous ion current
I interrupted at the anode a time t0 before.

Neglecting the srnall Variation of effectivc voltage about the
average value l\, we have for the current induced by the sheath treated
separatelv

'i <<;> ' »hi/wi;.
and for the current induced by the continuous current:

i, IC In (r|/4 /i C'V1 (i + t0)).

With Q It. the counter will after a time r be able to produce
another pulse of charge Q, or

T

I (i1 + i2) dt Q.

This integration yields
t0 0.5425 r.

Putting A Ve{{ for the difference of the instantaneous effectivc vol-
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tage antl the effeetive voltage Veff at the time of discharge, we have
t

/ (' i ' '•>) 'It Q ' T(,ff/C
o

so that we obtain on integratinerÖ o

IFu i t r
_

iB t+tB r;
Q

""
T

1

r
11

4 kC\\(l + l„) t /„
~ 111

1 / r, 1/

For f 0. A l,.tT Q — 1 C. r„ can be neglected for t r > 0.1, and
the eonnter recovery can be described in terms of one variable t/r
and of one parameter r-/4 k CJ\ t &+/t, wliere $+ is the ion
transit time at the caleulated voltage I

x. For the counter mentioned
before. recovery characteristics are collected in Fig. 11.

y=t/r
Fig. 11.

Family of caleulated recovery characteristics indicating values of -AV^jC as a
funetion of t r. Values of are indieated on curves. Counter data as for Fig. (i.

For one vahie of Q. the effeetive voltage l,,n is found from the
experimental pulse-size cliaracteristic. The counter overshoots bv
a factor of QiC (Tt,fT— F.,), and will not be able to produce another
pulse until the initial drop in effeetive voltage is rodneed by a reci-
procal factor. The initial drop in —dVcff.Q being 1 jC. tbis means
that the ordinale in Fig. 11 must have dropped to (T(.fT -F,) Q.
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Fig. 12 shows the dependenco of (Feff — Fs) Q on Q C as com-
puted from the pulse-size eharacterist.ic included in Fig. 0. Thus.
assuming values for Q and &+jx, Fig. 11 gives the fraction of r after
which the munter is operative again, vvhicli is apparently the frac-
tional counting loss /. Also, from the surface ander the recovery cha-
racteristic, the mean effective voltage is found. After this, the

(VEFF~VS)/Q.

2-0

1-5

10

5

s
s

s
/

500 1000 1500 2000

Q/C, VOLTS

Fig. 12.

Pulse size versus voltage characteristic of fig. 6 rearranged for application of the
present theory. For counter data see caption to fig. 6.

expression (8) found for (F — Ft) 2 CF, ean he used to find the
voltage V across the counter, as

FI _ O \ 9
2k-' T /

'
FFj '

Finally, the corrected counting rate is found to hu

ikCV^W+Jx)
F - (1—7) •

Results are collected in Fig. 13, and Fig. 14 shows values of R
(F — Vs)jl for four overvoltages and starting voltage. The Nawijn
limit R t?+ for starting voltage and infinite counting rate is also
indicated.

Further eorrcetions.

It is seen from Fig. 11 that the recovery after the deadtime is
approximately linear. Within wide limits, the current is constant at
eonstant overvoltage independent of counting rate (Fig. 14) as is
the counting loss, so that the slope of the recovery characteristic is
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(onstant and equal tu 7/(1—/). In the preceding section, the loss was
calculated after a pulse preeeded by an equal pulse started a time
r betöre, or a oontinuous current interrupted a time of about 1/2r
betöre, and it was shown that tliese two cases could be interchanged.
Therefore, our approximation is extremely good at eounting losses
of about "2. At higher eounting losses. largo pulses are preeeded

75
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60

55

•50
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40
2 5 10 20 50 100 200 500

X103
INCIDENT RATE, RAYS PER SECOND

Fig. 13.
Theoretic values for the eounting loss at the voltages indioated on left curves.
Counter data as described in the caption to Fig. 6. Circles indicate operating condi-
tions giving rise to pulses oceurring at a low eounting rate at 5 volts overvoltage.

Further data are shown in Fig. 15.

more elosely by smaller pulses and more remotely by larger ones,
so that the average calculation given becomes less representative
of the entire ränge.

The eounting rate n=ntl( 1- /') is further diminished by two effects.
Firstly, the average effective overvoltage at which the counter

clischarges becomes vory low. Fig. 15 gives the counter voltage ne-
cessary at various eounting rates so that the average effective over-
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RESISTANCE,
MEGOHMS PER CM
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Fig. 14.

Resistance in megohms. cm of the samo counter.
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Fig. 15.

increase of operating voltage necessary for keeping the avarage pulse height equi-
valent to an overvoltage of 5 volts and low counting rate. Data for other equi-

valent overvoltages can be derived from Figg. 13 and 14.
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INCIDENT C.P.S.

Fig. 16.

Comparison of various correction formulae, as explained in text.

Fig. 17.

Input circuit for dead-timo correction indication. The milliameter indicates the
fraction of time during which the counter is sensitive to the incident radiation.
Satisfactorv Operation is obtained with any type of counter, either selfquenching

or non-selfquenching.
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voltage at the time of discharge is 5 volts. Other valucs inay be
derived from Figg. 13 and 14. Consoquently, part of the counts will
be lost because of poor counter efficiency. Assuming that the radia-
tion under Observation produces minimum pulses Q0, below which
the efficiency is zero, and above whicli it. beoomes unitv, the
average pulse size will no longer be I/n0(l —/), but now become
Q0 + I/n0 (1 /), so that the counting rate will be

„ _
n0 <?o/I + l/(t - /)

Secondly, when the recording circuit records only pulses > Q'. the
fraction

cxP ({1~i 'l° (9o -Q')
will be recorded only.

Compurison of corrcction foriiiulae.

In Fig. 16 the various corrections for deadtime losses at 1100 volts
are collected for comparison. Curve .1 is based on Equ.(l) and gives
far to largo corrections at intermediato and high counting rates.
Curve C is Equ. (2) for ip 2, and is added as a possible approx-
imation for intermediate counting rates. Curve B has been taken
from Fig. 13. For practica! purposes, Equ. (2) with y 1.77 fits
curve A for the lowest rates, and curve B up to 12,000 incident rays
per second, and will not be much in error for the intermediate counting

rates. lt. is indieated by the dashed line.

Circuit-controlled insensitive time.

Competing with this way of dealing with high counting rates,
three other methods operating at constant counter efficiency and
pulse size have been introduced, reducing the deadtime by voltage
reversal (DuToit18), IIodson19), artificially lengthening the deadtime

to an accurately known value determined by a number of
circuit constants (Cooke-Yarborouoii, Florida and Davey20)).
or determining the fraction of time during which the counter is

made inoperative by the circuit and thus automatically correcting
for deadtime losses (Muller and the author14)21)).

The latter system is shown in Fig. 17. The corrcction is read from
a miliammeter, and should be averaged during the complete run.
This complication is avoided in the modified system of Fig. 18,
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where the total sensitive tiine during thc run is measured by coun-
ting at the same time coincidences between circuit sensitivity and
pulses from a Standard pulse generator. Tliis system can also be

applied to coineidence counting. In that case, the sensitive period
must be determined by counting coincidences of oscillator pulses
and sensitive poriods of all counting Channels.

mim mnr i
Fig. 18.

Counting system using the input system of Fig. 17, and two scalers counting the
counter pulses and the oscillator pulses occurring in the same time intervals, respec-

tivelv. The counting rate is found by eomparing the scaler readings.
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